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Who We Are

Collier County Florida

Sonny Saunders and Bill Coakley founded DPISIG in July of 2004. DPI-SIG is the premier digital
photography club of Southwest Florida.
• DPI-SIG has grown to over 200 experienced and
beginning members
• Free meetings are held the 2nd Thursday of every
month from 7 PM to 9 PM
• Club competitions
• Guest speakers and Member presentations
• Monthly Member’s theme slide show
• Door prizes (Members only)

DPI-SIG of Naples

*The Florida Camera Club Council*
2015 Annual Conference
March 6-8, 2015
Hosted by: DPI-SIG Naples Digital Photography Club
at
Florida Gulf Coast University, Estero, FL

For more information about our club,
watch our video at http://dpi-sig.org

F3C
Members of Florida Camera Club Council

*DPI-SIG Polo Shirts*
Polo shirts with our logo are available! Call SEW
SHORE UNIFORMS at (239) 774-4655, extension 03
and ask for Becky Main to order your shirt. Price will
vary depending on number of orders, but generally figure on $40 per shirt (Add $2 for 2XL and $3 for 3XL).
If several members order shirts at the same time, there
will be a price break on the embroidery of the logo.

Contact Us
Meeting location:

SEW SHORE UNIFORMS is located on 3845 Beck
Boulevard, Units 809/810, Naples FL 34114.

7007 Lely Cultural Pkwy
Edison State College
Building J, Conference Center
Naples, Florida, 34113

Beck Boulevard is the extension from eastbound Davis
Bouevard after crossing SR951 (Collier Bouevard) on
the way to Cracker Barrel Restaurant. DPI-SIG will
NOT be taking orders for shirts. It’s up to members to
order on their own or get together with several members
to order at once. Notice the women’s & men’s styles.

Email: dpi-sig@naples.net
Web: http://dpi-sig.org

DPI-SIG is the Digital Photography
&

Imaging Club of Naples Special Interest Group
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Behind The First Issue
by Bob Brown

Here’s what I’ve learned. There’s a thing called volunteering and there’s also something called involuntarily
volunteering. It is kind of a one-sentence explanation for how this magazine came to fruition.

On March 9, 2014, a group of us went down to the Calle Ocho Festival in Miami Florida.
The group consisted of Sonny Saunders, Art David and Nic Provenzo. While talking with
Sonny, I casually asked him if he ever considered a DPI-SIG magazine. I went on babbling
and casually said I thought we had a lot of talented individuals in the club who could
contribute to such an endeavor. That trivial conversation was brief and innocent.
The Calle Ocho Festival was a little disappointing for all of us. I’m not sure what we
expected but, we threw in the towel and called it quits early. As we waited for our car to
get jump-started, we left the lights on for several hours, Sonny non-chalantly walked up to me and uttered these
words, “You didn’t think I forgot about our earlier conversation did you?” Well, I did forget about it. It left my
head as fast as that conversation took place. Sonny’s next words were, ”Bob, you’ve volunteered as the official
editor of the new DPI-SIG Magazine.”My reply was, ”What?” Art, the world’s greatest instigator, stood right
next to Sonny. He then chimed in, ”Yeah Bob, I heard you volunteer!” So now you know, that was the genesis of
DPI-SIG Magazine.
In a panic, I got to work right away. I began with a preliminary layout and some initial ideas for content so we
would have something in the form of a starting point to present the future magazine staff and contributor’s (I
know, long sentence). Bill Coakley felt the best format was PDF. Sonny and I agreed. We also agreed it should
be a free digital download. “Free,” being the operative word. Anyone in the world could download a copy of our
magazine.
This is a magazine produced exclusively by DPI-SIG club members. Technically, we have no content restrictions,
article length restrictions and we are not at the mercy of advertisers and stockholders. Although, it doesn’t mean
advertisers aren’t an option. Self-imposed guidelines are our only restrictions. DPI-SIG Magazine is simply a
digital photography magazine which consists of passionate photographers.
By the way, just kidding about the involuntarily volunteering part. I was surprised and honored that Sonny
offered me the opportunity to serve as DPI-SIG’s first editor and creator of DPI-SIG Magazine. Its been a fun,
challenging and rewarding project.
Bob Brown

dpi-editor@naples.net
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Exploring Ghost Towns, Mining Camps,
and Movie Sets of the Old West
Part One

by Jim Robellard

Every year for the past twelve years a group of photographers have gotten together for a photo trip out West under the
tutelage of Charles P Farmer, a well-known large-format black and white photographer. I have known Chuck for over
15 years and Chuck was instrumental in getting me re-energized in photography and especially large format, 4x5
landscape photography. While I still dabble in “real” film
photography, the years of hiking with a 40 pound pack in
the mountains are over for me, but the group continues to
get together each year. Some still shoot only 4x5, 8x10 and
even 11x14 but many of us have converted to digital, either
DSLR or medium format such as the Phase One camera.
This year’s trip was our first to northern Nevada and
through a series of articles I’ll chronicle our trip, specific
locations and some of the techniques and experiences along
the way. Our gathering place was to be Virginia City, Nevada of Ponderosa fame from the Bonanza TV-series. Virginia City is still a tiny, truly Old West mining town….no
traffic lights, no morning Starbucks, but gambling is alive
in the small saloons on Main Street still flanked by wooden
boardwalks.
Continued on page 6
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Fig. 3

Virginia City, and its neighbor Silver City, sit atop the famous Comstock gold fields and are a treasure trove of old
mine equipment, stamp mills, old cemeteries and characters walking the streets. But before I get to our experience
in Virginia City, I had to get there from Marco Island… another reason not to do large format photography as unless
you’re driving, it’s slightly difficult to take all that equipment, film holders, large heavy tripods and real film.
My trip took me to Las Vegas, Nevada where I rented a car and began my trip north. The trip across Nevada is pretty
barren and desolate up U.S. 95 to Virginia City and takes about eight hours, so I broke it up with a overnight stop in
Tonopah, Nevada. Tonopah is another famous mining town that has
seen better days but is home to the Tonopah Historic Mining Park
at the site of several famous gold and silver mines. Accommodations
are rather slim in this part of the country but Tonopah is home to a
wonderful restored old hotel, the Mizpah Hotel, named after one of
the mines. The park is directly behind the hotel. So what’s the attraction to the park...well its acres upon acres of old mining equipment,
rusty old trucks, mine power plants, mine headframes and the like
all weathered in the harsh sun and wind. If you like texture, rust,
old buildings, old anything, then this place is one of the safer and
accessible mining areas where you are actually encouraged to explore
and photograph a long-gone part of our national history. As this was
October, the park was closing at 5 pm so arriving at early afternoon
allowed only a small amount of time to explore the many mines that
encompassed in the park.
My first exploration was the Mizpah mine powerhouse. As you
can see from the photos below this massive building supplied the
power, air and hoist apparatus to the mine. As it was a bright sunny
day, the contrast range in the building was pretty high. I am partial
to black and white photography by training but I love to experiment in HDR. The powerhouse offered a chance to explore both.
Continued on page 7
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The Big Wheel (Fig. 5) is an example. Normally I like to use HDR just for the dynamic range increase but with realistic settings in Photomatrix. This image cried out for a more colorful interpretation, so it’s three exposures, +2,0,-2
with Canon 5D MkII with a 17-40 mm L series lens at 17mm.
While the 5DMkII is limited to only three exposures for auto bracketing, that doesn’t mean you can’t play with the
bracket range (Example -3,-1, +1) For this scene, the challenge was the bright outdoors through the windows above
the equipment. I import all my images into Lightroom first. Choose the likely series and the bracketed photos get
pushed by Lightroom over into Photomatrix for processing. Photomatrix 5.0 offers many presets or looks from very
realistic looks for real estate or architecture to very surrealistic offerings. I also use a set of presets from Trey Ratcliff as
starting points for the HDR conversion. In this case, I knew I wanted a more artistic view of the scene so I looked at
the various “crazy” options (See Fig. 1) and settled for something that saturated the colors, held the windows, emphasized the rust but didn’t add a lot of noise. Noise is a common problem if you go crazy with the surreal approach and
will require even more processing down the road, so just be careful or be prepared to spend some time removing it.
After the HDR conversion, the image composite
comes back to Lightroom. At that point I do some
overall tweaks to exposure, clarity, vibrance all on
a gentle overall basis. No cropping, sharpening or
vignettes for now. The image oftentimes comes
back flatter(less contrast) than you might imagine
for Photomatrix. From there the image goes over
to Photoshop CC. In this case, I knew I was going to keep the image in color, so the image got a
treatment with Nik ColorEffects 4.0 for additional
tonal contrast and a slight warming effect. This
ends up as a layer in Photoshop so you can further
control the effect with a mask or opacity.
Next a heavy treatment with Nik Vivenza as a filter applied in Photoshop CC. Using the control
points, I add numerous, think 8-10 or more, individual “circles” of adjustment around the image to
paint the detail, color saturation and fine structure
(detail) into the image. The windows were still
a problem so I knew that they would require the
Trey Ratcliff method which I’ll detail below. After
the Vivenza adjustments, I added another layer for
dust or clones to remove anything that wasn’t supposed to be there i.e. dust or distracting elements.
One problem with shooting film or digital out
West is the dust. Wind and low humidity are your
enemy so take great care in changing lenses or in
the case of film holders and sheet film the changing bag must be dust free and holders cleaned with
an anti-static brush. Clean your sensors and lenses
every night.

Fig. 5

Continued on page 8
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Fig. 6

With the junk out of the way, I add a new blank layer in PS, change the blend mode to overlay and check the box to
add 50% gray to the layer. For color I only do one layer like this and do both lightness and darkness light sculpting
on a single layer For black and white I separate the light and dark paintings (burn and dodge) adjustments onto two
layers.
The idea for light sculpting is to use the pen (or mouse with greater difficulty) on the Wacom tablet to dodge and burn
very small areas to add dimensionality to the photograph. In B&W that’s critical to the photo. In color, it’s making
sure you can see into shadow areas and subtly bring out detail areas such as bolt heads etc., the little things that catch
your eye. Why the tablet? The pen on the tablet is pressure-sensitive so it’s really like painting with light. With the
brush tool selected, a soft-brush sized appropriately at a low flow(less than 50%) and low opacity (10-30%), you select
black to paint on the layer to darken and hit the x key to change to white and paint white to lighten an area, it’s easier
to build up slowly but if you make a mistake, switch to the opposite color and paint out the offending area. Control
(Cmd)+wwwZ also works too if it’s the last pass.
After the Dodge/Burn layer, it’s time for sharpening. Normally I would do the sharpening and noise reduction in
Lightroom before printing. I really like the sharpening in Lightroom because it’s easier to apply an overall mask but
in this case I really wanted to try high pass sharpening as described by Scott Kelby for HDR. So merge up all layers
(Ctrl+Shift+Alt +E or Cmd+Shift+Opt+E) to create a new composite layer, apply high pass filter at a pixel radius of
4-8. Looks like crap, right? Change the blend mode to overlay and adjust the opacity of the layer. Its image dependent. Don’t go too crazy. I think 50-75% opacity, but your mileage may vary.
Continued on page 9
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The final adjustment layer is just an optional contrast or glow layer
which sometimes works but is not always necessary and tends to
soften the image without too much of the HDR look. Flatten the
image ( no layers), duplicate the layer (Crtl/Cmd+J) and then use
the Gaussian Blur filter at a high radius like 50 pixels to really blur
the image. Lower the opacity to 25-75% as needed and change
the blend mode to Soft Light. And there you have it.
Sometimes it’s better to save the “master file” back to Lightroom
with all the layers as a tif file before you flatten for the finishing
touches above. This is prudent if you want to go back and change
anything. With the new PhotoShop CC you have the option to
import the Lightroom file to PS as a smart object. That means
that when you edit with Vivenza, Color Effects etc. that they get
applied as Smart Filters which you can then click on the effect and
re-edit.
At this point, since I knew the window was still a problem, I du-

Fig. 7

plicated the file and flattened the layers and brought
the flattened file into Lightroom for the next step.
Highlighting the flattened HDR image plus the
three original images and re-importing into Photoshop as Edit as Layers. This creates a file with the
composite and the 3 originals. The idea is to take
Fig. 8
the composite as finished above and “paint” parts of
each image as necessary back on to the composite.
In this case we really only are interested in the windows with the minus exposure. This is where you need to look
at the bracket when you take the shot and adjust the exposure up or down to preserve the trouble areas. Since I was
on a tripod I actually shot an additional exposure of -5 EV to capture the sunny outside. So that image was added
into the layer stack as an additional layer. Make sure it’s aligned. Remember, don’t crop until the end. So place the
problem-fixing image above the composite, add a
layer mask, Invert to black to hide the image and in
this case use the brush tool to slowly paint back with
white each of the windows until you like the look.
At this point, look also for localized noise. Sometimes the best solution is to paint back the original
image from whatever image exposure is appropriate to remove the noise locally rather than degrade
the whole image with the noise reduction slider in
Lightroom Look real hard at the shadows as that
is where the problem usually takes place. Sounds
hard, it’s not but a little time consuming.
Fig. 9
Conclusion on page 10
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So now we can flatten again and come back to Lightroom. Only now do I crop, tweak anything that needs special attention, perhaps a Radial Filter to highlight an area, and apply the vignette to darken the edges and corners as needed.
So that’s it. For black and white its the same process, apply Nik Color Effects if necessary and then use Silver Effects
Pro instead of Vivenza. The light sculpting becomes a critical step as you only have black and white to work with and
add dimension.
So back to the trip. The photos below all used these techniques, both color and monochrome. All the images were
shot with a tripod so that I could bracket and apply the HDR because of the severe dynamic range.
In the next installment, I’ll continue the trip up to Virginia City and in further chapters the trip moves from northern
Nevada to the Owens Valley of California. US 395 south from Carson City along the Eastern Sierra in the Fall to
Mono Lake, Bodie, Yosemite, Lone Pine and the Alabama Hills across Death Valley and back to Las Vegas.

Fig. 10
About the Author
Jim Robellard
Jim is a full-time resident of Marco Island, FL. As a retired marketing executive Jim enjoys spending
his time exploring the United States in his motorhome with his wife Judy Chinski, a noted local
watercolorist. Together we love photographing and painting. Jim also loves technology and video
production and all things with computers. Jim started photographing in high school and subsequently
rediscovered his love in the 1990’s with an intense interest in large-format black and white landscape
photography. With the digital revolution, Jim has given up the traditional darkroom for PhotoShop,
Lightroom and the computer but still loves monochrome imaging for it’s simplicity, contrast and drama.
Jim’s website is www.jimrobellard.com.
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Why Didn’t I See That?
by Bob Kenedi

“A lot can be learned from the
answer”

I’ve read suggestions that we should take a rest after
initially processing an image, then look at it again. Doing that, I often get the feeling of “Where were my senses?” and “Why didn’t I see that?” Then, I do something
better, sometimes very different from my first look. So
why do I see something different on a second look?
Similarly, so often at group outings, I just never noticed
what others remarkably captured. Why?
The short answer is that we see with our brains. I’ll
explain.
Photo by Carmen Schettino
Our eyes are just like a pair of binoculars collecting the
visual information for the brain to process. Processing
The main conclusion can be summed up this way.We
with lightning speed, the brain is mainly looking for
see differently, because of changes in the way memory
matching memories it is familiar with. Simultaneously,
the brain also directs our eyes, searching and focusing.

Our mental library of reference information for matching includes shapes, patterns, colors, real as well as
perceived, and most importantly, all have our various
emotions and experiences associated with them. This,
of course, greatly varies not only between individuals,
but also with time within ourselves.
Here is a personal example. On a photo trip led by Carmen Schettino, as we walked in the forest, he showed
the picture of these branches as he took it. (See photos)
Excitedly, I asked where is it? He pointed at it, yet I
Photo by Bob Kenedi
could not see it. All I saw was the big picture, the grandeur of the rocky forest…oh yes, with some branches influences – individually and in time –what we see and
in it. Why didn’t I see that?
perceive. Often we only see what we are looking for,
because the brain only stops the eyes and focuses them
Because, even when Carmen pointed at it, my brain on the visual clue received when a match is found with
was still searching for a geometric pattern of branches, a narrow search objective. By the way, that’s how we
while Carmen was looking for light patterns when he get in a rut!
Conclusion on page 12
capture that beautiful image.
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Why Didn’t I See That?
(Continued from page 11)

It is important to realize, that all the above also applies to the viewers of our photos as well, and while
we talk about catching their eyes, what we really need
to achieve is to captivate their mind to stop and focus
on our image.
Here is how the conclusions I drew changed my
workflow:
1) Always remember: viewers ‘match’ to their own
repertoire, not mine.
2) While processing a photo, I’ll interrupt my work for
a while but leave the image on the screen. On my
return this lets me observe something that might not
have emerged otherwise.
3) It’s unlikely I hit the optimum adjustments the first
time. So even when I think I’m finished, I continue by
doing some “better-or-worse, on/off ” comparisons,
looking for differences. A/B comparisons will engage
and reorient the brain very differently.
a) Processed vs. Original image – Back to earth! I
often find I went too far, too harsh, too garish. So,
I blend in some percentage of the usually dull original pixels.
b) A/B compare: Warmer or Cooler; Subtly increased/
decreased contrast, etc.

Lightroom’s Hidden Features
by RL Caron

DELETING FROM A COLLECTION
We all know that deleting a photo from within a
Lightroom collection neither removes it from the catalog nor the disk. The photo or photos are simply no
longer part of that collection. A photo “deleted” from
a collection remains in the catalog and any other
collections to which it has been attached.
So there is nothing at all one can do -- while in acollection -- to permanently delete an image file off the
hard drive, right? Wrong!
There is a ‘nuclear option’ hidden in Lightroom. The
(understandably) cumbersome key combination of
Ctrl + Alt + Shift + Delete (Mac computers: Cmd +
Opt + Shift + Delete) will not only blast the file out
of the collection, but off the drive itself. And do so
without a warning dialog box!
This also works from the grid view -- again without
a warning that the photo will be vaporized from the
source drive.
Powerful stuff, Use with caution!

c) Add Vignette & Stroke – if not already there.
Strong/light/none?
4) For an honest critique, I send copies to photo-friends
and family. I always get something out of it, even if it
doesn’t fit my vision. Nothing is more important than
to have a circle of friends for an honest one-to-one
critique!
Acknowledgements:
Special thanks to photographers and writers in Craft &
Vision’s PHOTOGRAPH e-magazine, especially to
Michael Frye, David duChemin, & John Paul Caponigro, also to Art David and Ron Perkins who called my
attention to their writings.
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Fort Clinch, Fernandina Beach
by Benjamin Carp

Over the past couple of years, Benjamin attempted to visit all 160
Florida State Parks. So far, he’s been to over 100. This is just one.

Driving into the state park along a sandy track heading for the fort, I stopped at an overlook of
river-marsh to the north. Tide was out and a sea of grass separated the park from the Amelia
Island lighthouse poking above the flora across the swamp. Soft sky lighting urged greens,
golden yellows, mud browns to blend and glow into a wealth of visual delights. Already I felt
the effort expended to get here has paid dividends.
Rounding a curve, walking toward the fort a view along the arched grass walk illustrated the main line of fort
structure covering the entire horizon. An American flag waved above the wall on one side of the gated entrance.
Three huge black cannons mounted on top of the wall commanded the other side.

After exploring the various buildings and
climbing onto the wall, my companion
said, “This is the finest reconstructed
fort in my experience. One that evokes
the feeling of being present when it was
created. No glitz or hype added.”

Note: A Florida State Park catalog with full
description, facilities, and location is available at
no charge on the web at FloridaStateParks.com
or at any state park entrance.
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Basic Rules for Better Photography
by Lorri Freedman

It’s one thing to take a picture, but another to take a photograph. There are some basic rules that
can help you take more interesting and eye catching photographs.
Once you have the basic rules down, you’ll become more observant of the photographic
opportunities that are around you. This is important in creating your “eye” for photography,
and in creating your own style. It will be the difference between a snap shot and a photograph.

Rule of Thirds:

The “rule of thirds” has been around for centuries, and is the most recognized rule of composition used in
photography and the arts alike. The rule of thirds states that the
frame can be divided into three horizontal and three vertical
sections. Photographs work better when the area of interest is
placed off-center.
I took this photograph using the rule of thirds. The balloon is off
to the left. I usually put my center of focus on the left because in
most parts of the world we read from left to right. This is more
appealing to the viewer’s eye. They see the center of focus to the
left and continue to look toward the right, taking in the rest of the
image:

Simplicity:

The “simplicity” rule is just that. You should keep your photo relatively simple.
If you’re zoomed in close to your main subject, make sure that the background
is out of focus or make sure that nothing in the background stands out, causing
any distractions. You don’t want anything pulling your eye away from your
main subject.
Here I have a photo of a tulip’s base, a very simple composition. I came in close,
and whatever background you see is blurred out — there are no distractions:

Leading Lines:

The “leading line” draws your eye deeper into the photograph, and commonly to the main subject. The leading
lines also direct your eye to an area of the photo that might not
have been noticed otherwise. You have to be careful using leading
lines. You don’t want them to distract the viewer or lead them
away from the main subject.
Here’s a photograph that I took in Death Valley, California. In this
photo, there are a lot of lines leading up to the top of the mountain.
The lines keep your eyes moving up the image. Lines can also go
horizontal or vertical. Leading lines can also be rivers, roads, tree
branches, bridges, or even building architecture:
DPI-SIG Magazine - May 2014
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Basic Rules for Better Photography
(Continued)

Straight Horizon:

Talking about “straight horizons” may seem a little obvious and not necessary,
but you’d be surprised to find how often it’s forgotten. Good thing this is an
easy fix in most software programs:

Framing:

“Framing” natural surroundings thoughtfully can add more meaning and
focus to your subject. The surrounding can be just about anything, from tree
branches, bushes, and even doorways. Make sure that you are focused on your
main subject, and use a high f/stop for depth of field.
Here I took a photo of a golden monkey at the Bronx Zoo. I zoomed in close
to get rid of any distractions behind the monkey. Then I used the tree branches
to frame the image:

Perspective:

Sometimes a change of perspective can add impact to a photograph.
Think about changing from your norm. Try crouching down, or
moving to the left or right. Better yet, try to take a photo from
a different angle, through a window, or a doorway, or even an
archway. Experiment with lenses. You could even invest in
fisheye lens, which will give you a whole new perspective on
everything:

a
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Basic Rules for Better Photography
(Continued)

Color:

Color in a photograph can create emotion and mood. Blues and
greens are cool. Yellow and orange are warm colors. You can also
use colors to create certain effects. Like a “wow” factor when
colors jump out at you:

Symmetry:

Sometimes you just have to forget about the rule of thirds, and just
plop your focus dead center, just because it works. Symmetry can
come at a price; some may say it’s not interesting enough or even
boring. Don’t listen to that. Subjects that work well with symmetry
are landscapes and flora:

The most important thing to remember about photography besides the rules,
are “have fun” and enjoy what you’re doing. Then you can think about the
rules. When you’ve finely tuned your skills, you can go ahead a break the
rule. Now that’s a lot of fun!
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THE GALLERY

Sonny Saunders shot this photo (left) on the
Naples Beach about a quarter mile north of
the pier on August 1, 2013 at 8:11pm using a
Lightning Trigger.

Camera: Canon EOS 5D Mark II
Lens: Canon EF 24-105 mm f/4 L IS USM
Exposure: 1/20 second @ f/4.0
ISO: 100
Camera Mode: Manual Mode
Drive Mode: Single Shot
Metering Mode: Evaluation
Focus Mode: Manual, set to infinity
Focal length: 24mm
Tripod: Manfrotto Magfiber model 055MF3
Ballhead: Really Right Stuff model BH-55 LR
Lightning Trigger: Stepping Stone Products
A Lightning Trigger is a device that connects to the camera hot-shoe that will detect a lightning strike about 100-millseconds ahead of the strike and
automatically trigger the camera shutter, and will prevent re-triggering for 1/2 second. It is extremely sensitive to light flashes. The optical flash sensor
responds to lightning flashes at distances up to 20 miles (day) and 40 miles (night), flash strobes and infrared (remote control) transmitters. It will
respond to intracloud (heat) lightning as well as stroke lightning. In addition, since lightning will occur over a wide expanse of the sky, the Lightning
Trigger is designed to detect omni-directional flashes. The device can respond to the lightning flashes of storms outside the camera’s field of view due
to atmospheric scattering of light. The manufacturer recommends you position yourself a safe distance of 6 to 7 miles from the storm so that it will pass
across the field of view. This will allow the best opportunity to capture the lightning flashes.
Art David shot his HDR photo (right) in the morning at
JD’s Auto Ranch in Naples, Florida on August 5, 2013.

Camera: Nikon D7000
Lens: 18-270mm f/3.5-6.3
Exposure: 1/30 second @ f/4.8
ISO: 200
Camera Mode: Aperture priority
Metering Mode: Center-weighted average
Focus Mode: Manual, set to infinity
Focal length: 27mm
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THE GALLERY
Continued

“Trumpet In Solitude” - Nic Provenzo saw this gentleman (above) playing in a window across the street
from a Mariachi Band playing for a 50th Wedding Anniversary in San Juan Laguna Guatemala.
“MEG” (right) - Bob Brown shot this at the Naples
Florida Triathlon, January 11, 2014. The expressions
on these three guys, and their unquestionable
enthusiastic support for Meg, was priceless. I can’t
help smiling every time I see them.

Camera: Nikon D800
Lens: Nikkor 24-70 mm f/2.8G ED
Exposure: 1/250 second @ f/5.6
Exposure Bias: -2/3 EV
ISO: 1600
Exposure Program: Manual
Metering Mode: Pattern
Focus Mode: Auto
Focal length: 48mm
B&W Conversion: Nik Software Silver Efex Pro 2
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THE GALLERY
Continued

Bob Kenedi shot “Irony!” (left) at a fund raiser for wounded
soldiers at Lely Resort in Naples, Florida on April 12, 2014.

Camera: Nikon D800E
Lens: Nikkor 24-120mm f/4.0
Exposure: 1/160 sec, f/18
ISO: 200
Original Image: RAW 3789 x 5052 pixels
Exposure Mode: Aperture Priority
Drive Mode: Single
Metering Mode: Matrix metering
Focus Mode: Auto
Focal length: 24mm

Lorri Freedman photographed “Burrowing Owl” (right) on April 11, 2014.

Camera: Nikon D3S
Lens: Nikkor 70-300 mm f/4.5-5.6
Exposure: 1/1600 second @ f/5.6
ISO: 400
Exposure Program: Shutter priority
Metering Mode: Pattern
Focus Mode: Auto
Focal length: 300mm
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THE GALLERY
Continued

One morning Diana Calleja was with a dear friend, Evelyn Perez, on their way to Shark Valley in February 2014. They were on
US41. The weather was not looking promising, rainy and foggy. They persisted thinking it would clear up by the time they arrived.
They never made it...Evelyn spotted a bunch of birds and Diana insisted Evelyn stop the car...these are a few of the pictures Diana took
that morning before it really started to rain!
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“Subali-Zar” (left) - Damaris Gonzalez shot this
Kowiachobee Animal Preserve on May 4, 2012.

Camera: Canon EOD 50D
Lens: 100 mm f/28-32
Exposure: 1/800 second @ f/2.8
ISO: 100
Exposure Program: Aperture priority
Metering Mode: Matrix
Focus Mode: Auto
Focal length: 100mm

“Story Time” (right) - Damaris Gonzalez shot this
in Naples, Florida on October 21, 2011.

Camera: Canon EOD 50D
Lens: 18-55 mm f/3.5-23
Exposure: 1/250 second @ f/4
ISO: 250
Exposure Program: Aperture priority
Metering Mode: Matrix
Focus Mode: Auto
Focal length: 23mm
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